Greetings reader,
I, like you, am a fan of intense and thrilling reads.
I’m also a fan of every single author inside this catalog.
And just like you, every Spring when the new round of awesomeness hits store shelves I
find myself with a lot of unanswered questions. What are the release dates for the books
I’m already itching to read? Who are the new authors I should check out? What are the
stories about? Will my book choices be in hardcover or paperback? And how much money
do I need to shell out?
But fear not! A solution is at hand. I contacted some of my favorite authors who have
books coming out this Spring. We have banded together to create and promote a detailed
catalog of the novels we all think are worth snagging whilst the tulips bloom and the
migratory birds head north. You will recognize some of our names. Some of us might be
new to you. But all of us are worth reading, I promise.
So take a gander, mark off which books tickle your fancy and print out the checklist at the
end of this PDF. Organizing your Springtime book buying has never been easier.
Be sure to forward the catalog to your friends and help spread the literary pollen. Like the
cover says:

BE. THE. BEE.
‐‐ Jeremy Robinson, author of PULSE and INSTINCT

As you go through the catalog, be sure to check off the books you’re
interested in. You selections will be recorded on the back page
checklist for easy printing and sharing.

HARDCOVERS

SnowBound
by Blake Crouch
Crouch builds suspense as lines blur
between good and bad, and plot twists
continue to the last sentence. Absolutely
compelling reading, not for the faint of
heart. ‐‐BOOKLIST (STARRED REVIEW for
SNOWBOUND)
[ABANDON] demands to be read in one
sitting, so you can better appreciate the
beauty of Crouch’s storytelling…[O]ne of
those books that almost instantly puts you
in the mind of a classic. ‐‐BOOKREPORTER
Harrowing...terrific...a whacked out
combination of Stephen King and Cormac
McCarthy. ‐‐PAT CONROY

For Will Innis and his daughter, Devlin, the loss was catastrophic. Every day for the past five years, they wonder
where she is, if she is—Will’s wife, Devlin’s mother—because Rachael Innis vanished one night during an electrical
storm on a lonely desert highway, and suspected of her death, Will took his daughter and fled.
Now, Will and Devlin live under different names in another town, having carved out a new life for themselves as they
struggle to maintain some semblance of a family.
When one night, a beautiful, hard‐edged FBI agent appears on their doorstep, they fear the worst, but she hasn’t
come to arrest Will. “I know you’re innocent,” she tells him, “because Rachael wasn’t the first…or the last.”
Desperate for answers, Will and Devlin embark on a terrifying journey that spans four thousand miles from the
desert southwest to the wilds of Alaska, heading unaware into the heart of a nightmare, because the truth is
infinitely worse than they ever imagined.
Blake Crouch was born near the piedmont town of Statesville, North Carolina in 1978. He attended the University
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and graduated Phi Beta Kappa in 2000 with degrees in English and Creative
Writing. 2004 and 2005 saw the publications of his first two novels, DESERT PLACES and LOCKED DOORS.
Beginning in late 2005, and inspired by his relocation to Durango, Colorado, he researched and wrote a book set in
the past and present in a remote mining town high in the San Juan Mountains. The resulting novel, ABANDON,
was published by St. Martin’s Press in 2009. www.blakecrouch.com

Details:
• Hardcover: 320 pages
• Publication Date: June 22
• ISBN‐10: 0312425732
• Cover Price: $25.99

I want this book!
Maybe.
Not a chance.

The Promised WaR
by Thomas Greanias
"Lightning‐paced, dagger‐sharp, and
brilliantly executed, The Atlantis
Revelation made me gasp out loud."
‐‐ James Rollins
"The Atlantis Prophecy is a devilishly clever
maelstrom of history, secrets, and
modern‐day political intrigue."
‐‐ Steve Berry
"Raising Atlantis is an outrageous
adventure with a wilde does of the
supernatural. A thrill ride from start to
finish."
‐‐ Clive Cussler

The Promised War is a time‐travelling, mind‐bending, heartbreaking account of the ancient siege of
Jericho as seen through the eyes of Sam Deker, a 21st century demolitions specialist for the Israeli
Defense Force.

"Thomas Greanias is the king of high‐octane adventure"
‐‐ Brad Thor

Thomas Greanias is the New York Times bestselling author of Raising Atlantis, The Atlantis Prophecy and The
Atlantis Revelation, and one of the world's leading authors of adventure, No. 1 in eBooks, eAudio and the Web.
www.thomasgreanias.com

Details:
• Hardcover: 304 pages
• Publication Date: June 15
• ISBN‐10: 1416589147
• Cover Price: $24.00

I want this book!
Maybe.
Not a chance.

Dog Blood
by David Moody
"Moody nails what it means to be human
by making humans something else. A
brilliant, savage, species‐wide look in the
mirror."
‐‐ Scott Sigler, New York Times bestselling
author of INFECTED and CONTAGIOUS
"Touches something universal and truly
scary‐‐the little voice in all of our heads
that tells us the difference between 'us'
and 'them'. Subtly drawn, engrossing
characters take us inside a landscape of
paranoia and fear."
‐‐ David Wellington, author of MONSTER
ISLAND and VAMPIRE ZERO

In Dog Blood the Earth has been torn apart. Everyone is either human or Hater, victim or killer. Major cities have
become vast refugee camps where human survivors cower together in fear. Amidst this indiscriminate fighting and
killing, Danny McCoyne is on a mission to find his daughter, Ellis. Free of inhibitions, unrestricted by memories of the
previous world, and driven by instinct, children are pure Haters and might well be the deciding factor in the future of
the Hater race. But as McCoyne makes his way into the heart of human territory, an incident on the battlefield sets
in place an unexpected chain of events, forcing him to question everything he believes he knows about the new
order that has arisen and about the dynamic of the Hate itself.

DAVID MOODY grew up in Birmingham (UK), on a diet of horror and pulp science‐fiction books and movies and
now writes about the end of the world for a living. He has written a number of horror novels, including Autumn,
due for re‐release in late 2010. The book has been downloaded more than half a million times since publication in
2001 and was released as a movie in 2010. Moody lives in the United Kingdom with his wife and a houseful of
daughters and stepdaughters, which may explain his pre‐occupation with Armageddon. www.djmoody.co.uk

Details:
• Hardcover: 272 pages
• Publication Date: June 8
• ISBN‐10: 0312532881
• Cover Price: $23.99

I want this book!
Maybe.
Not a chance.

INSTINCT
by Jeremy Robinson
"If you like thrillers original,
unpredictable and chock‐full of action,
you are going to love Jeremy Robinson's
Chess Team. INSTINCT riveted me to my
chair."
‐‐ Stephen Coonts
"Jeremy Robinson is a fresh new face in
adventure writing and will make a mark
in suspense for years to come." ‐‐ David
Lynn Golemon
"Instinct is a jungle fever of raw
adrenaline that goes straight for the
jugular."
‐‐ Thomas Greanias

The president of the United States is dead—assassinated by a weaponized strain of the Brugada Syndrome, a
genetic disease that kills without symptom. Without warning. The infected fall over dead, their healthy hearts
stopped. Thankfully, the fast actions of the Secret Service revive the President. But the assassination attempt was
just the beginning. The contagious new strain spreads silently across the United States. Within weeks, the human
race will be on the brink of extinction.
The coming pandemic thrusts Jack Sigler, call sign King, and his “Chess Team”—Queen, Rook, Bishop and Knight—
into a frantic search for the disease’s origin, and hopefully, a vaccine. As the Chess Team returns American boots to
the Ho Chi Minh trail they find the Death Volunteers—Vietnamese Special Forces—waiting for them. Pursued
through the jungle, underground tunnel systems and ancient ruins from a time before human settlement, the team
receives a warning from the lone survivor of a slaughtered village. “Nquoi Rung,” the old woman whispers. “Nquoi
Rung.”
An ancient evil hunts the team, and while it won’t let them leave the jungle alive, it may just hold the key to saving
the human race.
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series. His novels have been translated into eight languages. He lives in New Hampshire with his wife and three
children. For more information, free audiobooks, video content, news and contests, visit his website at
children. For more information, free audiobooks, video content, news and contests, visit his website at
www.jeremyrobinsononline.com.
www.jeremyrobinsononline.com.

Details:
• Hardcover: 336 pages
• Publication Date: April 13
• ISBN‐10: 0312540299
• Price: $24.99

I want this book!
Maybe.
Not a chance.

ANCESTOR
by Scott Sigler
"This story sizzles with tension. Danger and
drama mix with cutting‐edge science to
produce a top notch, action‐packed
adventure." ‐‐Steve Berry, New York
Times bestselling author of THE PARIS
VENDETTA
"Michael Crichton may be gone, but he has
a worthy successor in Scott." ‐‐ Simon R.
Green, New York Times bestselling author
of THE GOOD, THE BAD, AND THE
UNCANNY
"Sigler has a unique talent for keeping
readers on the edge of their seats...you
won’t be able to put it down." ‐‐ Dave
Wellington, author of 13 BULLETS and the
MONSTER ISLAND trilogy

On a remote island in Lake Superior, scientists struggle to solve the problem of xenotransplantation ‐‐ using animal
tissue to replace failing human organs. Funded by the biotech firm Genada, Dr. Claus Rhumkorrf seeks to recreate
the ancestor of all mammals.
By getting back to the root of our creation, Rhumkorrf hopes to create an animal with human internal organs.
Rhumkorrf discovers the ancestor, but it is not the small, harmless creature he envisions. His genius gives birth to a
fast‐growing evil that nature eradicated 250 million years ago ‐‐ an evil now on the loose, and very, very hungry.

Scott Sigler’s fiction podcasts have drawn a huge and devoted following. His serialized stories have held the
number one position in all podcast indexes, including iTunes. Scott’s first hardcover release, INFECTED, was
translated into a dozen languages and is being adapted for film by Random House/Rogue Pictures. Scott’s second
hardcover novel, CONTAGIOUS, made him a New York Times bestselling author. Scott lives in San Francisco with
his wife and their dog. www.scottsigler.com

Details:
• Paperback: 288 pages
• Publication Date: April 13
• ISBN‐10: 031260808X
• Cover Price: $13.99

I want this book!
Maybe.
Not a chance.

PAPERBACKS

MEG: HELL’S
AQUARIUM
by Steve Alten
"With HELL'S AQUARIUM, Steve Alten stakes
out his own indisputable turf among the
masters of the science thriller. This one is going
to take a bite out of you!”
‐‐Jonathan Maberry, multiple Bram Stoker
Award‐winning author of THE DRAGON
FACTORY and PATIENT ZERO
Massive underwater creatures doing damage to
one another, their habitat and any human
unlucky to get in their way, all told with in a
breakneck pacing that never lets up!
‐‐ Johnny Butane, "Dread Central"
"...An instant classic!"
‐‐ Washington Daily News

The Philippine Sea Plate... the deepest, most unexplored realm on the planet. Hidden beneath its ancient crust lies
the remains of the Panthalassa, an ocean that dates back 220 million years. Vast and isolated, the Panthalassa in
inhabited by nightmarish species of sea creatures long believed extinct.
Tanaka Institute, Monterey, CA.:
Angel, the recaptured 76 foot, 100,000 pound Megalodon, has birthed a liter of pups ‐‐ five females ‐‐ far too
numerous and aggressive to keep in one pen. One solution: A Dubai royal prince is building the largest aquarium in
the world and seeks to purchase two of the "runts."
The deal hinges on hiring Jonas Taylor's 21 year old son, David, to be their trainer. Jonas reluctantly agrees, and
David is off to Dubai for the summer of his life‐‐ ‐‐not realizing he is being set‐up to lead an expedition that will hunt
down and capture the most dangerous creatures ever to inhabit the planet!
A native of Philadelphia, Steve Alten earned his Bachelor’s degree from Penn State University, his Master’s
from the University of Delaware, and his Doctorate from Temple University. He is the author of the bestselling
Meg series, Domain series, Goliath, The Loch, and his most recent bestseller, The Shell Game. Steve Alten is
also the founder and director of Adopt‐An‐Author, a free nationwide teen reading program used in thousands
of secondary school classrooms across the country to excite reluctant readers. www.stevealten.com

Details:
• Paperback ‐ 512 pages
• Publication Date: April 27
• ISBN‐10: 0765365855
• Cover Price: $9.99

I want this book!
Maybe.
Not a chance.

CHERRY BOMB
by J.A. Konrath
"Brisk and breezy. . . . The slam‐bang
ending is sure to satisfy series fans."
‐‐Publishers Weekly
"There are plenty of thrills and chills along
the way."‐‐Sunday Sun‐Times
"It's a blast to read."‐‐St. Petersburg Times
"You're definitely liable to laugh out loud
while frantically turning pages." ‐‐Lansing
State Journal

At the end of Fuzzy Navel, J. A. Konrath surprised readers with an agonizing cliff‐hanger: One of Lieutenant
Jacqueline "Jack" Daniels's loved ones is dead. But who? Readers were left clamoring to know more.
Cherry Bomb, the sixth Jack Daniels mystery, opens at the funeral. While Jack stands graveside, tears in her eyes, her
cell phone rings. It's the killer, escaped maniac Alex Kork, taunting Jack, drawing her ever further into a twisted game
of cat and mouse. Because while Alex is more than willing to kill random victims, Jack is her true prey. But which
woman wants revenge more?
Cherry Bomb is J. A. Konrath's most gripping novel of suspense yet‐‐filled with twists and turns that will keep
readers on the edge of their seats.

J.A. Konrath is the author of seven novels in the Lt. Jacqueline "Jack" Daniels thriller series, Whiskey Sour, Bloody
Mary, Rusty Nail, Dirty Martini, Fuzzy Navel, Cherry Bomb, and Shaken (coming in 2010.)
Under the name Jack Kilborn he wrote the horror novel Afraid. Two more Jack Kilborn novels will be released
soon. He also writes sci‐fi under the name Joe Kimball, which takes place in 2054 Chicago and features Jack
Daniels' grandson as the hero. www.jakonrath.com

Details:
• Paperback: 304 pages
• Publication Date: June 22
• ISBN‐10: 0786891335
• Cover Price: $7.99

I want this book!
Maybe.
Not a chance.

THE DRAGON
FACTORY
by Jonathan Maberry
“Enough villains and their world‐
threatening plots to fill half a dozen
ordinary thrillers!” –Publishers Weekly
“Like a video game on steroids mixed
with The Island of Dr. Moreau. Expect
this straight‐ahead thriller to hook
action‐crazed readers and inspire them
both to seek out the first Ledger book
and eagerly anticipate the next
installment.” ‐Booklist
“Brilliant, shocking, horrifying, it puts
the terror back in terrorist." ‐‐James
Rollins

Two competing groups of geneticists—
One is creating exotic transgenic monsters and genetically enhanced mercenary armies. The other is using 21st
century technology to continue the Nazi Master Race program begun by Josef Mengele. Both sides want to see the
DMS destroyed, and they've drawn first blood, but neither side is prepared for Joe Ledger as he leads Echo Team to
war under a black flag.
The fate of the world rests in the hands of Joe Ledger and the DMS (Department of Military Sciences)
Two‐time Bram Stoker Award winner, Jonathan Maberry is a NY Times bestselling author and comic book writer.
He is the author of the celebrated Pine Deep Trilogy (Ghost Road Blues, Dead Man’s Song and Bad Moon Rising –
Pinnacle Books); the Joe Ledger series (Patient Zero, The Dragon Factory, and The King of Plagues –due 2011; St.
Martins Griffin. The entire series is in development by Sony for TV), the forthcoming Young Adult Benny Imura
zombie series (Rot & Ruin –September 2010 and Dust & Decay‐2011), and the novelization of The Wolfman (Tor).
His comics for Marvel include Black Panther, DoomWar, Marvel Infected, and the bestselling Marvel Zombie
Return). He is also the author of the international bestselling nonfiction books Zombie CSU, They Bite, The
Cryptopedia and Vampire Universe (all from Citadel Press). www.jonathanmaberry.com

Details:
• Hardcover: 496 pages
• Publication Date: March 2
• ISBN‐10: 0312382499
• Cover Price: $14.99

I want this book!
Maybe.
Not a chance.

HATER
by David Moody
"A head‐spinning thrill ride, a cautionary tale
about the most salient emotion of the 21st
century... HATER will haunt you long after you
read the last page..." ‐‐ GUILLERMO DEL TORO,
director, Pan's Labyrinth, Hellboy 1 & 2
"A lucid approach to the state of fear in which
we live and a spine‐chilling fable about its
utmost consequences... Be careful with HATER,
chapter by chapter it will make its way into
your soul till it finds the seed of evil that lurks
within." ‐‐ J.A. BAYONA, director, The
Orphanage, Hater
"David Moody's HATER is a brutal, eerie, and
hugely entertaining novel that grips you with its
grim and nihilistic attitude from page one.
‐‐TOM PICCIRILLI, Bram Stoker Award‐winning
author of The Midnight Road, A Choir of Ill
Children

Soon to be a major motion picture—produced by Guillermo del Toro and directed by J.A. Bayona
Society is rocked by a sudden increase in the number of violent assaults on individuals. Christened 'Haters' by the
media, the attackers strike without warning. The assaults are brutal, remorseless and extreme: within seconds,
normally rational, self‐controlled people become vicious killers. There are no apparent links as a hundred random
attacks become a thousand, and then thousands, right across the country. Everyone, irrespective of gender, age,
race, sexuality or any other difference, has the potential to become a victim ‐ or a Hater. People are afraid to go to
work, afraid to leave their homes and, increasingly, afraid that at any moment their friends, even their closest family,
could turn on them with murderous intent. By the end of today you could be dead. By the end of today you could be
a killer. Attack first, ask questions later . . . but the answer might not be what you expect . . .
DAVID MOODY grew up in Birmingham (UK), on a diet of horror and pulp science‐fiction books and movies and
now writes about the end of the world for a living. He has written a number of horror novels, including Autumn,
due for re‐release in late 2010. The book has been downloaded more than half a million times since publication in
2001 and was released as a movie in 2010. Moody lives in the United Kingdom with his wife and a houseful of
daughters and stepdaughters, which may explain his pre‐occupation with Armageddon. www.djmoody.co.uk

Details:
• Paperback: 288 pages
• Publication Date: April 13
• ISBN‐10: 031260808X
• Cover Price: $13.99

I want this book!
Maybe.
Not a chance.

PULSE
by Jeremy Robinson
"The combination of mythology, technology,
and high‐octane action proves irresistible.
Gruesome and nasty in a good way."
‐‐ Booklist
"Raiders of the Lost Arc meets Tom Clancy
meets Saturday matinee monster flick. Pulse
is an over‐the‐top, bullet‐ridden good time."
‐‐ Scott Sigler, New York Times bestselling
author of CONTAGIOUS and INFECTED
"Rocket‐boosted action, brilliant
speculation, and the recreation of a horror
out of the mythologic past... a rollercoaster
ride of suspense and adventure.” ‐‐James
Rollins, New York Times bestselling author
of THE LAST ORACLE

Buried in the Peruvian desert, sealed beneath a Greek‐inscribed stone, lies a legendary relic which may hold the key
to life itself. By extracting its DNA, Richard Ridley of Manifold Genetics hopes to bio‐engineer the ultimate weapon—
an army of soldiers who regenerate and continue to fight without stopping. The perfect killing machines…
Enter Special Forces operative Jack “King” Sigler and his “Chess Team” of highly trained agents. Under the
president’s orders, they must intercept Ridley’s genetic terrorists—and stop the unstoppable—using all the
firepower at their command. But even the Chess Team is no match for a legend that refuses to die…and an enemy
that can’t be killed.

JEREMY ROBINSON is the author of six thrillers including Pulse, the first installment of the Chess Team series.
His novels have been translated into eight languages. He lives in New Hampshire with his wife and three
children. For more information, free audiobooks, video content, news and contests, visit his website at
www.jeremyrobinsononline.com.

Details:
• Hardcover: 400 pages
• Publication Date: March 2
• ISBN‐10: 0312381530
• Price: $7.99

I want this book!
Maybe.
Not a chance.

Print
Check off the boxes for the books you want and then print!
Share with friends. Bring to the bookstore. If you’ve got a
birthday coming up, your wish list is good to go!

Paperbacks
MEG: HELL’S AQUARIUM by Steve Alten 4/27/10

Hardcovers
INSTINCT by Jeremy Robinson 4/13/10

I want this book!
Maybe.
Not a chance.

I want this book!
Maybe.
Not a chance.
CHERRY BOMB by J.A. Konrath 6/22/10

ANCESTOR by Scott Sigler 6/22/10

I want this book!

I want this book!

Maybe.

Maybe.

Not a chance.

Not a chance.
THE DRAGON FACTORY by Jonathan Maberry 3/2/10

I want this book!
Maybe.
Not a chance.

SNOWBOUND by Blake Crouch 6/22/10

I want this book!
Maybe.
Not a chance.

HATER by David Moody 4/13/10

I want this book!
Maybe.
Not a chance.
PULSE by Jeremy Robinson 3/2/10

DOG BLOOD by David Moody 6/8/10

I want this book!
Maybe.
Not a chance.

I want this book!
Maybe.
Not a chance.

THE PROMISED WAR by Thomas Greanias 6/15/10

I want this book!

To download or share this catalog visit
www.jeremyrobinsononline.com/crosspollination

Maybe.
Not a chance.

